Burges Salmon
Modern Slavery Statement 2021
This statement is made pursuant to obligation under section 54(1) of the Modern Slavery Act 2015
(the Act), for the financial year ending 30 April 2021.

Slavery and Human Trafficking are human rights abuses and
have no place in our business or in our supply chain. We are
dedicated to running our business responsibly and committed
to the highest standards of professionalism and integrity.
MODERN SLAVERY AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Introduction
This statement sets out the steps, risk
management and mitigation measures,
which Burges Salmon LLP, it’s subsidiaries
and all affiliated entities (“we”, “us”,
”our” or “the Firm”) have undertaken and
will continue to take in our business and
supply chains, in relation to the issue of
slavery and human trafficking.
Our values and reputation are of huge
importance to us. They are integral
components of delivering exceptional
service to our clients as well as being an
exceptional place to work for our people.
This is the sixth Burges Salmon Modern
Slavery Statement. We publish our
statement on our company website:
www.burges-salmon.com. We
file with the Government’s voluntary
Modern Slavery Statement Registry:
https://modern-slavery-statementregistry.service.gov.uk/ and with The
Transparency in Supply Chains Platform:
https://tiscreport.org/.
With the continuing impact of the global
COVID-19 pandemic we recognise this as
an exacerbating factor driving inequalities
and greater vulnerabilities in relation to
modern slavery and human trafficking. We
see other exacerbating factors including
civil unrest in relation to geopolitics
particularly with Syria and Afghanistan,
the economic migration of people in
relation to poverty and the displacement
of people resulting from the worsening
effects of climate change. In this context,

We understand modern slavery and human trafficking as defined in the
Act, the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the conventions
of the International Labour Organisations (ILO), particularly relating to
forced or compulsory labour.
We recognise that forced labour is a form of slavery and includes
debt bondage and the restriction of a person’s freedom of movement
whether that be physical or non-physical.
According to the International Organization for Migration (IOM)
World Migration Report 2020, the number of international migrants is
estimated at almost 272 million globally, with nearly two thirds being
labour migrants. The number of internally displaced persons due to
violence and conflict has reached over 41 million.
In 2017, the ILO reported that 40.3 million people were victims of modern
slavery and, of these, 24.9 million were in forced labour which includes
16 million in the private sector including construction, manufacturing,
mining, utilities, agriculture, forestry, fishing and domestic work.
In this context, we recognise that we, and other businesses, are
exposed to the risk of modern slavery and human trafficking, in
operations and supply chains.

we consider it vitally important to maintain
high standards, engage with our suppliers,
to be an active community partner,
particularly in the areas of employability
and inclusion and to progress our ambition
for Net Zero.
Recognising that modern slavery
disproportionately affects women
we to have continued our support of
disadvantaged women local to our
head office in Bristol and have again
made progress in addressing the gender
pay gap, as part of our wider inclusion
agenda. Considering other inequalities and
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disadvantaged groups we have undertaken
a review of our broader inclusive
employment agenda with a view to identify
further improvement through a lens of
BAME, LGBT+, gender and disability.
In 2021, we were named a Times Top 50
employer for women, achieved level 2 as
a Disability Confident Employer, achieved
the highest accreditation of ‘Platinum’
from Investors in People and continued as
a Top 75 Employer as recognised in the
Social Mobility Employers Index. We are
a Business in the Community Responsible
Business Champion 2020 based upon
>
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During the year, we were pleased
to maintain accreditation to ISO
standards including ISO 9001 for quality
management, ISO 14001 for environmental
management, ISO 27001 for information
security and ISO 22301 for business
continuity. This year the firm underwent its
three year accreditation with Investors in
People and achieved the highest accolade
of ‘Platinum’ in recognition of the firm’s
commitment and focus on people. We
have been shortlisted in the top 10 for the
Investors in People Platinum Awards.
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Through the year we have continued
our support of relevant community
organisations. This includes our direct
support of anti-slavery and human
trafficking UNSEEN as well as other
community organisations that indirectly
help to mitigate the risk of modern slavery
and human trafficking including in the
areas of poverty alleviation, employability,
food security, access to justice and
homelessness. Our
Head of Corporate
Responsibility, Kirsty
Green-Mann has
been appointed chair
of Business in the
Community’s South West Task Force for
Skills and Employability with the aim to
galvanise business action to enhance
peoples’ opportunities for decent work
and employment in the region. We are
particularly active in the Social Mobility
Business Partnership (SMBP), which seeks
to enable students from low income
backgrounds with better
access to professional
services’ careers. Our
Chief People Officer,
Robert Halton is a
Trustee of the SMBP
Board and has served for a number of
years.
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our ‘Working with Schools Programme’
targeted towards disadvantaged students.
Through 2021 we have worked to
continue delivery through its virtual
adaptation. This has resulted in the firm
being shortlisted for a number of awards.
These activities and achievements reflect
our commitment to equality, which we
believe is to be firmly pursued, as a key
factor in the fight against modern slavery
and human trafficking.

This year we participated in our first
sustainability assessment with EcoVadis.
We scored 68 out of 100 overall
including 70 out of 100 for labour and
human rights. This places us in the top
five percent of companies assessed by
Ecovadis. The assessment identified some
improvement opportunities for us, in terms
of sustainable procurement, which we
are addressing in pursuit of continuous
improvement.
We continue to advocate for the
awareness and understanding of modern
slavery within our firm, our supply chain
and the business sector.
As a supplier of professional legal services
we regularly disclose to a number of our
clients, our position and practices, in the
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address of modern slavery and human
trafficking.

Our business,
organisational structure
and supply chains
Burges Salmon is an independent UK
law firm. We compete at the top of the
legal market, working for wealthy private
individuals, entrepreneurial businesses, large
corporates, institutions and public bodies.
We have core and specialist legal expertise
delivering across a range of industry sectors
including energy, power and utilities,
financial services, infrastructure, transport,
real estate, private wealth and public sector.
We work across the UK. We have
lawyers who are qualified to work in

>

BURGES SALMON SUPPLY CHAIN AND BUSINESS SCOPE

all three legal jurisdictions in the UK
– England and Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland.

effective governance, of the Firm. It has
oversight of a number of sub-committees
including the Executive Committee (ExeCom).

accommodation. We have received goods
and services from approximately 750
active suppliers in the past 12-months.

We work internationally. Across the
world, we work with a select number of
like-minded independent law firms – our
Preferred Law Firm network.

ExeCom is chaired by the Managing
Partner and is responsible for the visible
delivery of strategy against agreed
priorities. It has responsibility for
overseeing the co-ordination and efficient
operational delivery of the business services
functions of the Firm, the effective delivery
of projects and programme coordination,
the effective management of operational
business risks, and the operational delivery
of the business services aspects of the
Firm’s policies.

Our people, as part of the recruitment
process, are subject to pre-employment
screening. This confirms right to work,
involves criminal background checks
and verifies identity, experience and
qualifications.

We have over 900 people, with over 420
fee-earning lawyers and 100 partners (our
most senior lawyers who are owners of the
Firm). The rest of our people are business
professionals who work in our operations,
finance, people, marketing and client
support teams. Burges Salmon has offices
in Bristol, London and Edinburgh, and a
presence in Dublin. The majority of our
people, around 860, work in connection
with the Bristol office. During the pandemic
our people have been primarily working
from home. Moving forward we are
progressing to a hybrid way of working.
Burges Salmon LLP is a limited liability
partnership. The Partnership Committee
(PCOM) is the main strategic board
responsible for overall management of
the firm. Chaired by our Senior Partner,
its primary responsibility is for setting
the strategic direction, and ensuring the

In the operation of our business, we
purchase a variety of goods and services,
rent offices, purchase utilities and recruit
people.
Our suppliers provide us with electronic
equipment, office supplies, catering,
security, information systems and
computer applications, travel and
accommodation, banking services,
telecommunications, professional
services, cleaning services, document
management, waste disposal, energy,
office furniture and rented office
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As a law firm, we conduct business under
the strict governance of the Solicitors
Regulatory Authority (SRA) and the Law
Society of Scotland. This requires that
all our clients are subject to due diligence
to protect against money laundering,
financing terrorism, bribery and corruption
and conflicts of interest. During the year,
we were instructed to advise on some
9500 client matters and from within our
client-base we have around 45 clients that
are included in our Client Relationship
Management programme.

Policies and conduct
At Burges Salmon our six core values
are: ambition, collaboration, commitment,
fairness, quality and respect. They
>
underpin everything we do.

As the Firm is regulated, our people are
required to conduct themselves to specific
standards including the SRA Principles
and Code of Conduct and under the
regulatory regime of the Law Society of
Scotland.
We pride ourselves on being a responsible
business and are signatories to the
UN Global Compact’s 10 Principles for
responsible business. This requires us to
report on our commitment and progress
in the areas of human rights, labour
practices, anti-bribery and corruption and
the environment.
Our Human Rights Policy applies to
all of our people including contractors
and temporary workers. We expect our
suppliers to respect and adhere to this
policy as part of the Purchase Terms and
Conditions, our contracting principles and
our approach to supplier due diligence.
Our Human Rights Policy applies to all
of our people including contractors
and temporary workers. We expect our
suppliers to respect and adhere to this
policy as part of our Purchase Terms and
Conditions and our approach to supplier
due diligence.
We have a number of other policies,
which are relevant to the operation of
our Firm and address modern slavery and
human trafficking risks. These include:
• Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy;
• Procurement Policy;
• Health and Safety Policy; and
• Whistleblowing Policy.
Expectations for behaviour are
communicated, to our people as part of
the induction to the Firm and as part of
on-going training which is supported by a
compliance and e-learning management
system.
Our Risk and Best Practice Team exist
to support the Firm’s compliance with
the governing regulatory authorities and
conduct a range of internal audits in the
pursuit of risk mitigation and continuous
improvement.
We have in place a Whistleblowing Policy
and Grievance Procedure to enable our
people to report any issues, which they
may encounter at work.

We provide a confidential Employee
Assistance Programme, administered
through an external provider, enabling
our people to speak to suitably trained
personnel about any concerns they may
have. This is available to our people 24
hours a day and 365 day a year.

Due diligence and risk
assessment
As a professional services firm, which
operates under strict governance criteria
and regulation, general assessment is that
we are at low risk of slavery and human
trafficking occurring within our own
operations.
We recognise that there is greater risk of
slavery and human trafficking occurring
within our supply chains. We understand
that there is a more prominent risk
of slavery where workers are in lower
skilled employment, away from home
and working in temporary positions. We
further recognise that there is greater risk
in certain geographies and sectors.
In relation to modern slavery and human
trafficking risk, we have primarily focused
on what we have identified as key and
potentially higher-risk suppliers of which
there are approximately 50. From these
suppliers 15 have been identified of
particular interest from a modern slavery
due diligence perspective. We have
determined our key suppliers to be those
businesses, who supply us with goods and
services that are significantly important
to the delivery of our legal services. We
have included additional suppliers that we
have identified as higher risk based on our
risk criteria. Our risk assessment includes
considering and seeking information
on the level of spend, whether the
supplier has low skilled and / or low
paid employees, purchase ratio of high
volume to low cost products, country risk
for suppliers’ operations and / or supply
chain and any known modern slavery
allegations or breaches.
We tend to foster long-term relationships
with our key suppliers and those identified
as higher risk. We subject suppliers to
supplier management practices. This
includes the expectation that our suppliers
to implement due diligence procedures
with their suppliers, sub-contractors and
other participants in the supply chain.
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Our supplier management practices
include: a Procurement Policy; Supplier
Charter; Standardised Purchase Terms
and Conditions; Contracting Principles
for our Suppliers; financial controls for
invoice payment; New Approved Supplier
Form (requiring supplier alignment on the
key issues of anti-bribery and corruption,
modern slavery, confidentiality, data
protections, information security and
tax evasion); risk screening of business
services suppliers; Business Services
Supplier Log; supplier engagement
events; a quarterly supplier performance
review of key suppliers; standardised
agenda for supplier meetings with
supplier relationship managers; a targeted
annual supplier assurance questionnaire;
and regular meetings with key suppliers
and select other which are monitored as
part of the quality management system.
Specifically, as part of our supplier
management and due diligence, we
request that our key and high-risk
suppliers complete a modern slavery
questionnaire. Our Knowledge and
Information Services team have set up a
tracker service to help monitor any news
regarding our suppliers and potential
allegations.
We engage with our suppliers to assert
our expectations. We expect our suppliers
to:
• Confirm their commitment to no slavery
or human trafficking;
• Apply corresponding values within their
own organisation; and
• Demonstrate commitment to achieving
responsible business practices.
We monitor and review our suppliers
periodically and we consider any issues
arising in our supplier performance
through our regular account meetings.
Any supplier in our supply chain who
is found to be non-compliant in terms
of our standards will be reviewed and
may be subject to a range of sanctions
including termination of contract.
We undertook a desk-based human rights
review in 2019, following the UN Guiding
Principles on Business and Human
Rights, to help us assess our respect of
human rights in the context of the Firm’s
operations and in terms of the four
stakeholder groups of our clients, people,
>

suppliers and communities. We deemed
this important given the wider context of
preventing modern slavery through the
general respect of human rights.
In addition to the ‘Right to be free from
slavery and forced labour’ we identified
these other human rights as most
pertinent to the Firm:
• Right to life (safeguarding health,
wellbeing and the environment);
• Right to privacy (management of
confidential and personal data);

• Right to non-discrimination (equal
opportunities and fair treatment for all);
• Right to an adequate standard of living
(living wage, Fair financial transactions
and economic contributions); and
• Right to education (no child
labour, social mobility, training and
development).
These are key considerations in the
delivery of our commitments as a
responsible business and as signatories to
the UN Global Compact.

Modern Slavery Training and Awareness
We recognise the need for everyone in the Firm to have a basic understanding and level of awareness. which continues to be
delivered to all our people by Vinci Works and their Modern Slavery e-learning and compliance module: Preventing Exploitation.
We utilise our internal communication channels to give relevant updates on Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking and to maintain
visibility of the issue. This predominately focuses on our on-going relationship with the not-for-profit anti-modern slavery and human
trafficking charity ‘Unseen’.
Given our understanding of risk, we conduct more in-depth training with personnel in specific roles covering the people team, risk
and best practice, supplier relationship managers and procurement. This involves a combination of an additional e-learning and
compliance module: Practical Steps for Procurement and a facilitated workshop.
The workshop is designed to enable discussion, consideration of risk in the operational context of the firm and to deepen
understanding of how modern slavery manifests in the UK and global supply chains.
This year in collaboration with Unseen we delivered a modern slavery workshop with a number of our key suppliers as part of our
commitment to supplier engagement and held a bespoke session with our new intake of Legal Trainees.
Members of our Corporate Responsibility Team continue to maintain knowledge of the issue and track latest developments through
participation in relevant events and conferences.

Collaborations
Given the challenges around the effective address of modern slavery and human trafficking, we recognise the importance of
collaborating with other organisations and the sharing of and advocating of good-practice.

Collaboration

Activities

Unseen in a not-for-profit organisation working towards a world without slavery.
They provide victim support and rehabilitation, helpline, partnership resources,
advocacy and awareness raising.
Clients

Since this collaboration was established in 2018, we have contributed to
Unseen with financial donations and in-kind support and enabled the advocacy
of their work with representatives from other businesses, civil society and the
community. They in return have delivered training to our people, supported us
with communication and awareness campaigns and given feedback to our Partners
Committee (PCOM) on our 2018 Modern Slavery Statement.

>
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The Living Wage Foundation is a campaigning organisation in the UK, which
aims to persuade employers to pay a Living Wage.
We are an accredited Living Wage Foundation employer. This means we are
committed to paying all of our people at least the living wage. This includes
personnel on temporary contracts and workers at our premises, who are
contracted through our suppliers. This is particularly relevant in terms of security,
catering and cleaning personnel.

Fairtrade is a global movement with a strong and active presence in the UK,
represented by the Fairtrade Foundation. They work to connect disadvantaged
farmers and workers with consumers, promote fairer trading conditions and
empower farmers and workers to combat poverty support sustainability.
We have been a supporter of the Fairtrade Network South West since 2011 to
increase awareness of Fairtrade produce and merchandise. We mark the anniversary
of Fairtrade fortnight and sponsor at least one of the Fairtrade South West Awards.

Business in the Community is a membership organisation for business that
have a commitment to responsible business and wish to be part of a network of
like-minded organisations.
As members of business in the community (BiTC), we participate in their
Responsible Business Tracker benchmark, which helps us to take a continuous
improvement approach to all aspects of responsible business including human
rights and supply chain management.
We draw on BiTC resources, and insights from other business, as part of this
responsible business network.
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Effectiveness and Performance
We review our policies and procedures to ensure that they remain effective and to identify opportunities to enhance and strengthen
our approach. This includes discussion within our Risk Committee, ExeCom and PCom.
2021 Commitment

Progress

Issue revised version of the Procurement Policy
with reference to the firm’s Human Rights
Policy.

The Policy has been prepared and awaits final approval before it will be
communicated across the firm and with key suppliers.

Achieve at least a 95% completion rate for
Modern Slavery e-learning within the firm.

We achieved a 87% completion rate. We maintain our target of 95% and
will support with additional communication to our people.

Action opportunities and improvements as
identified from our participation in the Social
Mobility Employers Index.

Following our participation in the 2020 Social Mobility Employers Index
we constructed an improvement action plan and directed improvements
and further activity in the areas of attraction, engagement with youth,
recruitment, progression and advocacy. We have again been recognised
as a Top 75 Employer within the Index.

Continue to raise awareness and advocate for
the work on Unseen particularly noting the
opportunity provided with the annual Antislavery day.

In collaboration with Unseen we held a supplier engagement event and
a specific session with our Legal Trainees. We have continued to update
our people through our internal communication channels and amplified
Unseen’s marking of Anti-Slavery Day in October 2021 through our social
media channels.

Champion inclusive employment through key
community partnerships and through our
membership with Business in the Community.

We undertook a review of our approach to Inclusive Employment
which was presented to our Diversity and Inclusion Group. Our Head of
Corporate Responsibility has taken up the role of Chair of Business in the
Community’s South West Task Force for Skills and Employability.

Support housing charities recognising that
homelessness is a risk factor for exploitation
and Modern Slavery.

We have maintained and further developed links with homeless charities
in the vicinity of our Head Office. Our interactions include volunteering,
donations of food, clothing and equipment and providing funding support.

Enhance supplier assessment based on
weighted criteria scoring in relation to our
Procurement Policy for critical suppliers.

We have established and progressed a specific work-stream focused on
enhancing our Responsible Procurement approach. This has included
review and development of our supplier assessment with weighted criteria
scoring. Roll-out will progress next year.

Pursue a 80% or higher return rate from
key and high risk suppliers that are asked to
complete our Modern Slavery Due Diligence
Questionnaire.

Our return rate was reported at 73% with 4 of our 15 higher risk suppliers
outstanding. We plan to tackle this with direct communication through
our supplier relationship managers as part of our enhanced responsible
procurement process.
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As part of our support of Unseen
we made a donation to support
the continuation of the UK’s
Modern Slavery Helpline. This
public helpline enables victims
of Modern Slavery to get help
and for any person to report a
suspicion and seek advice.

Next steps
In 2022, we plan to take the following
steps as part of our commitment to
continuous action and improvement:
• Publish the enhanced Procurement
Policy on our website.
• Achieve at least a 95% completion
rate for Modern Slavery e-learning
within the firm.
• Progress development of community
outreach programme as informed by
the Inclusive Employment review.
• Progress and implement the enhanced
Responsible Procurement approach

including process, training, monitoring,
reporting and supplier engagement.
• Achieve at least a 80% return rate from
high risk suppliers as part of the modern
slavery due diligence.
• Advance community outreach
programme with a view to further
support specifically in relation to refugees
and migrants.
• Continue to raise awareness and
advocate for the work of Unseen
particularly noting the opportunity
provided with the annual Anti-slavery
day.

• Participate in relevant benchmarks
as a tool of continuous improvement
in relation to social mobility, human
rights, labour practices as well as
diversity and inclusion.
• Increase involvement of the Risk
and Best Practice team in significant
supplier on-boarding and review.
• Deployment of Burges Salmon
contracting principles in new
supplier tenders to improve the
agreement of terms and Cconditions
whilst upholding Burges Salmon
requirements for human rights and the
address of modern slavery.

Approval
This statement has been approved by the Partnership Committee
of Burges Salmon LLP on 20 October 2021.

Roger Bull
Managing Partner

www.burges-salmon.com/about-us/responsible-business
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